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REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

 

Avenue Joseph Anoma, 01 B.P. 1387, Abidjan, CÔTE d'IVOIRE 

Corporate IT Services Department (CHIS) 

E-mail: IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG 

Telephone: (+225) 20 26 22 61/ (+225) 20 26 25 83 

 

 

Expressions of interest are being requested for: Two Technical Architect Assistants  

 

Brief description of the Assignment:  
 

The technical architects will be accountable for proactively and holistically leading or supporting Enterprise 

Architecture activities that create deliverables that guide the direction and development for technological 

responses to disruptive forces, and driving targeted business outcomes. Technologies may include data 

center, infrastructure, cloud, mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. 

Technical architects provide the leadership, facilitation, analysis and design tasks required for the 

development of an enterprise's technical architecture. They create deliverables that help develop target-state 

guidance (reusable standards, guidelines, individual parts and configurations) for evolving the technical 

infrastructure across the enterprise, in order to enable business strategy and deliver targeted business 

outcomes. They facilitate and orchestrate the delivery of targeted business outcomes through technical 

decisions. 

 

Department issuing the request: Corporate Information Technology Services (CHIS) 

 

Place of assignment: Abidjan /Cote D’Ivoire   

 

Duration of the assignment: 03 months (renewable upon satisfactory work). 

 

Tentative Date of commencement: 04th December 2017 

 

Detailed Terms of reference for the assignment: The TOR is in annex 1 below 

 

Deadline for applications: Friday 17th November, 2017 at 17h00 Abidjan local time.    

 

Applications to be submitted by email to: IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG 

 

Any questions and requests for clarifications may be sent to: IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG 

 

Please attach updated Curriculum Vitae on the basis of the template below: 

 

MODEL CURRICULUM VITAE (CV) 

 

Title of the Assignment:  

Department: 

Surname:        First Name: 

Birth Date:                   Nationality: 

Address:       Country: 

Telephone:       E-mail: 

 

mailto:IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG
mailto:IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG
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Are any of your family members (spouse/partner, father/mother, 

Brother/sister, Son/daughter, etc.° employed in the African 

Development Bank?  

Yes  No   

If « Yes », the 

following data must 

be provided 

Name Relationship Organization Unit Place of Assignment 

    

    

 

 

Language 

Level 

Read Written Spoken 

English  Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

French  Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

Other (specify)   Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Excellent 

 

Key Qualifications: 

 

Please provide (i) a summary of your experience and training highlighting the most relevant for the proposed 

assignment, and (ii) the responsibilities which you exercised. Utilize one half-page maximum. 

 

Education (University Level and above only): 

  

Name of University - City - 

Country  

Period   Diploma Obtained Main Topic / Major 

 

  From To        

     

     

     

     

 

 

Professional Training: 

 

Name of Training 

Institution- City - 

Country  

Type of Training 

 

Period  Certificates or Diploma 

Obtained 

  From From  
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Employment Record: 

 

Begin with your most recent employment.  For each job since your Master Degree achievement, please 

indicate: 

- Name of the Employer 

- Type of Activity/Business of the Employer 

- Title / Function 

- Place of Employment 

- Start and End date 

- Period  

- Brief Description of main accomplishments and responsibilities   

 

Reference: 

 

Please indicate the name and address of three persons with no family relationship with yourself, familiar 

with your character and titles. 

  

I hereby certify that the responses which I provided above are all, to the best of my knowledge, true, 

complete and accurate. I acknowledge that an inaccurate statement or essential omission in a personal 

declaration or another document required by the African Development Bank might result in the rejection of 

my application, termination of my Contract or any other administrative sanction by the Bank. The African 

Development Bank may verify any statements which I made in this application. 

 

Date: ____________ 

Signature :     
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ANNEX 1: TERMS OF REFRENCE 

RECRUITEMENT OF A JUNIOR CONSULTANTS 

“TECHNICAL ARCHITECT ASSISTANTS” 
 

1. BACKGROUND 

1.1. The African Development Bank Group (AfDB) is a regional multilateral development finance 

institution established in 1963 with a mandate to further the economic development and social progress of 

African countries, individually and collectively. The Bank has approximately over 2000 staff members, who 

have been recruited from a wide geographic area only limited by membership in the Bank. There are 

currently 80 different nationalities from Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas represented within the Bank 

making the institution multicultural in every sense of the word. The Bank has two official languages: 

English and French. It co-operates with a large network of international development partners. 

1.2. The Vice-Presidency, Human Resources and Corporate Services Complex ensures the delivery 

of efficient, people-centered, client-oriented, corporate services to ensure overall institutional effectiveness 

in all aspects of the Bank’s corporate services. The Complex leads efforts to ensure the competitiveness of 

the Bank as the employer of choice and is responsible for providing leadership in the formulation and 

implementation of Bank’s strategies on people, Information Technology, general services and institutional 

procurements, language services, business continuity, and health and safety strategies. 

1.3. The Corporate Information Technology Services Department’s (CHIS) mission at the Bank is to 

align the Information Technology delivery strategy along with the Bank’s business strategy to increase the 

organizational effectiveness through efficient use of the Information Systems. 

1.4. Under the leadership of the African Development Bank’s Information Systems Director, the Information 

Technology Systems Department is mandated by the Bank to deliver best possible Information Technology 

services for Bank Staff, and help achieve the results that gets the Bank closer to accomplishing its poverty 

reduction goals in Africa.   

2. OBJECTIVE 

The technical architects will be accountable for proactively and holistically leading or supporting EA 

activities that create deliverables that guide the direction and development for technological responses to 

disruptive forces, and driving targeted business outcomes. Technologies may include data center, 

infrastructure, cloud, mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. 

Technical architects provide the leadership, facilitation, analysis and design tasks required for the 

development of an enterprise's technical architecture. They create deliverables that help develop target-state 

guidance (reusable standards, guidelines, individual parts and configurations) for evolving the technical 

infrastructure across the enterprise, in order to enable business strategy and deliver targeted business 

outcomes. They facilitate and orchestrate the delivery of targeted business outcomes through technical 

decisions. 

 

3. SCOPE OF THE SERVICES  

The consultants’ duties will include the following:  

 Work with Enterprise Architecture peers (e.g., enterprise, business, information and solutions 

architects) to analyze enterprise business context (business strategy and trends), as well as change 

requirements in other enterprise architecture viewpoints (such as business, information and 
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solution) to derive the technology architecture future state. This includes defining the 

requirements, principles and models that guide technology decisions for the enterprise. 

 Understand technology trends and the practical application of existing, new and emerging 

technologies to enable new and evolving business and operating models. 

 Assist in the analysis of the current technology environment to detect critical deficiencies and 

recommend solutions for improvement. In addition, assist in the analysis of technology industry 

and market trends to determine their potential impact on the enterprise as well as on the 

enterprise technology architecture. 

 Assist with designing the governance, assurance and standards activities associated with ensuring 

enterprise technology architecture compliance. 

 Consult on technology implementation and modification activities (for example, projects), 

particularly for new or shared infrastructure solutions. Consult on application or infrastructure 

development projects to harmonize systems or infrastructure with the enterprise technology 

architecture, and identify when it is necessary to modify the enterprise technical architecture to 

accommodate immediate or future project needs. 

 Assist the Enterprise Architecture Lead to document necessary enterprise technology architecture 

design and analysis work, possibly including project postmortem documentation and metric 

collection. 

 Report straight-line or dotted-line to the enterprise or chief enterprise architect. 

 Collaborate with EA team members, project teams and staff in various IT functional areas as 

needed to fulfill the responsibilities described above. 

4. DELIVERABLES 

 Global cartography of the Bank’s applications portfolio with the interaction and interfacing 

representation and delimitation by business domain (e.g. Financial, Corporate, Infrastructure,). 

 Detailed cartography of the portfolio by each business domain but also by Complex, Department. 

 Technical detailed description of the application portfolio: architecture, infrastructure, Language, 

Database.  

 Detailed description of the applications interfaces and communication: data transfer and 

exchange, volume of data, Frequency, process integration, sending email. 

 Detailed description of the application portfolio from the business point of view: Key users, IT 

Owner, Number of Users, Application features.  

 Applications mapping with the Bank’s IT Infrastructure: Servers, Networking, Data Centers.  

5. QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 

The candidate must have the following skills and qualifications: 
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 Master/Engineer computer science, system analysis or a related study, or equivalent experience 

 Minimum of  two (2)  years’ experience in the following technical disciplines: infrastructure and 

network design, application development, application programming interfaces (APIs), 

middleware, servers and storage, database management, and operations 

 Has less than 32 years old.  

 Exposure to multiple, diverse technical configurations, technologies and processing environments 

(such as inside-out, outside-in and outside-out) 

 Excellent interpersonal skills in areas such as teamwork, facilitation and negotiation 

 Excellent analytical and technical skills 

 Excellent written , verbal communication, Excellent planning and organizational skills 

 Knowledge of many, if not most, aspects of an enterprise technology architecture 

 Understanding of network and security architecture 

 Understanding and knowledge of IT service management (ITSM) and (ITIL) 

 Understanding and knowledge of IT standards and controls 

 Ability to apply multiple technical solutions to enable future-state business capabilities that, in 

turn, drive targeted business outcomes 

 Ability to quickly comprehend the functions and capabilities of existing, new and emerging 

technologies that enable and drive new business designs and models 

 Demonstrated ability to work well with others  

 Good experience in modeling Data, Network, application architecture 

 Good experience with Modeling tools such Vision, UML etc… 

6. DURATION OF THE ASSIGNMENT 

The assignment period is expected for three (03) months (renewable upon satisfactory work). 

7. LOCATION 

The work will be carried out at the Bank Headquarters in Abidjan, Cote D’Ivoire. 

8. REMUNERATION  

The remuneration will be based on the Consultant experience and the Bank GUIDELINES ON 

INDIVIDUAL JUNIOR CONSULTANTS REMUNERATION. 

 


